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even in child of light, the element of choice has been accentuated. although you gain some skills
early on, you arent given many of them by default. to level up the character, you have to go beyond
the beaten path, and perform objectives set by various organizations. as you take on missions, you
will occasionally learn how to level up a skill of your choice. you can then have a limited number of
them at level 100, but if you upgrade them and try again, the system will start over at level 1. some
missions offer a choice of items instead of a set time limit, but since you can choose your actions
right at the beginning, the time limit usually doesnt mean much. the direction of the presentation is
that of a good game if you want a different way to play a jrpg. the environments are colorful and the
charactersare cute, and they react appropriately to your actions. both the character and the
surroundings have an expressive quality, which gives them a great visual effect. character
animations are also good, but since the main character never changes her pose during a battle, it
has a tendency to get old pretty quickly. here, characters are three dimensional people with
emotions like you and i. as you progress through the game you will be able to see them change
expression, and participate in some colorful cutscenes with them. even the baby characters you
meet have their own unique personalities. the combat and role system is also quite interesting. at
the start of the game, you have four skills in a normal 10 role, but as you complete missions you can
purchase more skills, which you can level up individually.
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it is just not that fun after being a fan of final fantasy x-2 and final fantasy x. yet, just like every rpg,
there are a bunch of upgradable items. you can upgrade them with chips you earn as rewards for
defeating enemies. the game has a kind of real-time mana system, which you can use to summon

skills or to activate magic potions. as far as magic in the game, you only have two spells available to
you: spark and shield. spark is fairly easy to cast and almost always grants you extra damage when

it hits anything. be careful, though, as using it on a target that you cant see may leave you unable to
hit them with anything for a short while. spark also consumes a wish, so youll want to stick with it as
long as you can, to maximize its damage output. while charging storm isnt as useful in getting rid of
crowd damage as spark, it does work well for knocking back enemies and for a short time blinding
them. if youre playing on a well-equipped party, it can also be used as a damage reflector and will

basically attack and damage yourself at the same time. spark and shield grant you a short period of
invulnerability and immunity to crowd damage. spark is incredibly potent on a full wish, but shield is
useful for keeping yourself safe when youre low on wishes. an important item to keep in mind is that
the cyclopes (large, armored skeletons) dont cause double damage, so be careful when you activate
their attacks, especially in areas full of them. activate on their heads and youll just piss them off, and

if they dont stop attacking, start running. 5ec8ef588b
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